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SKMEI 1743 Operation Manual

A Key ：EL Back Light, Bluetooth Switch.
B Key ：Mode Conversion, Confirming and Save.
C Key ：Selection, Setting, Reset.
D Key ：Up, Begin timing, Pause, Switch, Photograph.

Function instruction:
一、Watch side
 Built-in low-power BLE4.0.
 Time and exercise data can be synchronized via mobile phone.
 In the case of BLE connection with the mobile phone, the watch can realize instant messaging, call notification

and remote photography.
 12-digit timing function, display hour, minute, second, day, month, week.
 Smart alarm clock (implemented with APP).
 Step counting function, the watch intelligently calculates the number of steps, calories, and walking distance, the

watch will automatically record the data of the day.
 Stopwatch/Chronograph: Maximum stopwatch timing 23 hours, 59 minutes and 59 seconds.
 12/24 hour Format setting selection, automatic calendar.
 EL backlight.

二、APP side
 APP will organize and save the exercise data obtained through the watch, and automatically generate daily

exercise, weekly exercise, and monthly exercise reports.
 The exercise plan can be set through the APP, and the APP will conduct exercise analysis according to the

personally defined plan.
 App has built-in cycling and running modes respectively. Through the use of watch and mobile phone, exercise

data and trajectory can be obtained separately. These data and movement trajectories can be shared to the circle
of friends.

 APP can select and set the reminder function of the watch (such as PHONE CALL, WECHAT can be turned on or
off).

ON/OFF MODE
Turn on: Press the four buttons of the watch at the same time until the display turns on, indicating that the watch is
turned on.
Power off: Press the four buttons of the watch at the same time until the display turns off, indicating that the watch has
been turned off.

Bluetooth ON/OFF Mode
 In any mode,press and hold A key for about 3 seconds to turn on or off the Bluetooth of the watch.
 When the watch has not been successfully connected with the mobile phone, the Bluetooth icon on the display

is flashing.
 When the connection between the watch and the mobile phone is successfully completed, the Bluetooth icon

on the display is in a flashing state;

（C Key）RESET

（D Key）STARTLIGHT（A Key）

L

MODE（B Key）



Date Setting Mode
 In the normal time mode, press B key once to enter the date view mode. At this time, press and hold C key for 3

seconds, the watch will enter the date setting mode. At this time, the characters representing "year" are
flashing (gray characters are flashing).

 Short press C key to select the desired character.
 Short press D key to adjust the selected value, press and hold it to adjust in rapid increments;
 After completing the setting, press B key to confirm and return to the normal time mode, or the watch will

automatically return to the normal time mode when there is no key operation within 15 seconds;

Alarm Setting Mode

 In alarm mode,press and hold C key for 3 seconds to enter the alarm setting.At this time, the characters
representing "hour" are flashing (gray characters are flashing);

 Press C key to select the characters;
 Press D key to turn on numerical adjustment,press and hold D key to make quick incremental adjustments;
 After setting, press B key to confirm and return to normal time mode, or the watch will automatically return to

the normal time mode when there is no operation after 15 seconds;

Stopwatch Setting Mode
 In stopwatch mode,press D key to start timing. In timing state, press D key to pause the stopwatch timing;



 When the stopwatch is paused, press C key to clear the timing;
 Press B key to return to normal time mode;

Switch Mode
 In normal time mode, press B key to switch the function modes;
 Press B key to view steps, calories and distance;
 In any modes, the watch will automatically return to the normal time mode when there is no operation after 15

seconds.
 In any modes, press and hold A key for 3 seconds to turn on/off Bluetooth.

EL back light
At any modes, press A key once, the EL back light on for 3 seconds.

Time Setting
 In normal time mode,press and hold C key for 3 seconds to enter the time setting. At this time, the

characters representing "time" are flashing (gray characters are flashing);
 Press C key to select the characters;
 Press D key to turn on numerical adjustment,press and hold D key to make quick incremental adjustments;
 After setting, press B key to confirm and return to normal time mode, or the watch will automatically return to

the normal time mode when there is no operation after 15 seconds;



Intelligent Power Management
 When the watch and phone are offline for more than 300 seconds, the watch system will automatically turn off

the BLE to prevent excessive power consumption;When the user needs to use the service in the smart watch or
upload the exercise data of the watch, only need to wake up their respective Bluetooth (the Bluetooth on
phone and watch are turned on) to achieve automatic connection.

 When the watch is in a static state for more than 3 minutes, the watch will automatically enter sleep mode; at
this time, the watch will be in an ultra-low power consumption.

Download APP and Use

1、 APP download: Search“READfit”in“Google Play”or“APP Store”; or scan the following QR code to download APP.



2、APP use：
 Find and click the READfit icon in the mobile app
 Connection between APP and phone

App homepage Bound equipment

Click
“Device”

Screen after
bounding

Click“Search
device”



Screen after binding

The pop-up screen of the watch APP device menu as shown on the left
can be set according to the habits and needs of individual users

Click this button to share
sports results to MomentsClick to view daily

exercise data

Click to enter to view
daily, weekly, and
monthly statistics of
sports
data

Current exercise data

Click to enter to define
personal exercise plan

Click to enter the record
motion track function.
This function requires the
watch and mobile phone
to be carried at the same
time during exercise, and
then the exercise track
and exercise data can be
recorded

Personal information settings, including height, weight,
and target steps. Since this APP is a stand-alone
version, the privacy information of this item is only
stored on the personal mobile phone. APP does not
disclose personal privacy.



Precautions for communication between Bluetooth watch
and mobile phone

1. When the watch is replaced with a new battery, the APP on the mobile phone needs to re-bind the watch to realize
normal communication.
2. Before binding the watch, the APP needs to unbind the previous connection. For details, please refer to the help file
in the APP.
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A . Features
 13 Digits LCD Display，Display Hour ,Minute ,Second ,Month ,year(2000~2099),Day and Week
 daily alarms and Chime hourly
 Snooze
 12 / 24H format selectable, Auto Calendar
 1/100 Second Stopwatch and Split
 Dual Time
 Count down timer with preset value up to 24 Hour.
 EL backlight

B . Operational Manual

1. At any state ,press Ａ key EL backlight for 2s.

2. Real Time
 In Real time mode,Hold down C key until the seconds start to flash, which indicates the setting screen.
 Press B key to move the flashing in the sequence shown below to select other settings shown.

 When the setting you want to change is flashing, press D key to change it as described below

change this setting Perform this button operation

Seconds Press D key to reset to 00.

（C Key） RESET

（D Key） ST/STPLIGHT（A Key）

LMODE（B Key）

B key B key

B key

Real Time Mode Alarm Mode Chronograph Mode Dual Time

Timer Mode

B key

B key

Seconds Hour Minutes

Day Month Year



Hour, Minutes, Year, Month, Day Press D key to increase the setting

 Pressing D key while the seconds are in the range of 30 to 59 resets them to 00 and adds 1 to the
minutes. In the range of 00 to 29, the minutes are unchanged.

 Pressing C key to exit the setting screen.
a).The day of the week is automatically displayed in accordance with the date (year, month, and day)

settings.
b). The year can be set in the range of 2000 to 2099.
c). The watch’s built-in full automatic calendar automatically makes allowances for different month lengths
and leap years. Once you set the date, there should be no reason to change it except after you have the
watch’s battery replaced.

 In the Real time Mode, press D key to toggle between 12-hour timekeeping and 24-hour timekeeping.
a).With the 12-hour format, the P (PM) indicator appears to the right of the hour digits for times in the range
of noon to 11:59 p.m. and no indicator appears to the left of the hour digits for times in the range of
midnight to 11:59 a.m.

b). With the 24-hour format, times are displayed in the range of 0:00 to 23:59, without any indicator.
c).The 12-hour/24-hour timekeeping format you select in the Timekeeping Mode is applied in all other
modes.

3. Daily Alarm
 Pressing D key in the Alarm Mode toggles between the alarm screen Alarm time displayed) and the

Hourly Time Signal screen (:00 displayed).
 Alarm Types:

a). Daily alarm: Set the hour and minutes for the alarm time. This type of setting causes the alarm to sound
everyday at the time you set.

b). Date alarm: Set the month, day, hour and minutes for the alarm time. This type of setting causes the alarm
to sound at the specific time, on the specific date you set..

c). 1-Month alarm: Set the month , hour and minutes for the alarm time. This type of setting causes the alarm
to sound everyday at time you set, only during the month you set.

d). Monthly alarm: Set the day, hour and minutes for the alarm time. This type of setting causes the alarm to
sound every month at time you set, on the day you set.

 To set an alarm time
a). In the Alarm Mode, press D key to display the alarm screen.
b). Hold down C key until the hour setting of the alarm time starts to flash, which indicates the setting screen
c). Press B key to move the flashing in the sequence shown below to select other settings.

d).While a setting is flashing, press D key to increase it.
 To set an alarm that does not include a month (Daily alarm, Monthly alarm), set – for the month. Press D
key until the – mark appears (between 12 and) while month setting is flashing.

 To set an alarm that does not include a day (Daily alarm, 1-Month alarm), set - - for the day. Press D key
until the - - mark appears (between the end of the month and 1) while the day setting is flashing.

 When setting the alarm time using the 12-hour format, take care to set the time correctly as a.m. or p.m. (P
indicator).

e).Press C key to exit the setting screen.
 Press C key to turn on/off Alarm ( “ ” ) or snooz ( “ SNZ ” )
 The alarm tone sounds at the preset time for about 10 seconds. In the case of the snooze alarm, the alarm

repeats up to six times every five minutes.
a).The alarm on indicator( “ ” ) and the snooze alarm on indicator ( “SNZ ” ) are shown on the
display in all modes while these functions are turned on.

b).The snooze alarm on indicator flashes during the 5-minute intervals between alarms.
c).Displaying the Alarm Mode setting screen automatically changes the alarm type to one-time alarm
d).Changing the Timekeeping Mode setting screen during a 5-minute interval between snooze alarms stops
the current snooze alarm operation9but snooze alarm remains as the alarm type setting).

e).If a snooze alarm time is reached while you are setting the current time in the Timekeeping Mode, the
alarm sounds only once. Subsequent snooze alarm operations are not performed

MinutesHour Month Day



f). After a snooze alarm time is reached, you can perform the following steps during any 5-minute
interval between alarms to stop the snooze alarm operation.

 To turn the Hourly Time Signal on and off:: In the Alarm Mode, press D key to display the Hourly Time
Signal screen, Press C key to turn it on and off., The Hourly Time Signal（“SIG”） on indicator is shown on
the display in all modes while this function is turned on.

4. Chronograph
 The display range of the stopwatch is 23 hours, 59 minutes, 59.99 seconds.
 The stopwatch continues to run, restarting from zero after it reaches its limit, until you stop it.
 The stopwatch measurement operation continues even if you exit the Stopwatch Mode.
 Exiting the Stopwatch Mode while a split time is frozen on the display clears the split time and returns to

elapsed time measurement.
 To measure times with the stopwatch:

Elapsed time

D key D key D key D key C key
Start Stop Re-start Stop Clear

Spilt time
D key C key C key D key C key
Start Split Split release Stop Clear

(SPL displayed)

Two Finishes
D key C key D key C key C key
Start Split Stop Split release Clear

First runner Second runner Display time of
Finishes. finishes. Second runner.
Display time of
First runner.

5. Dual Time Mode
 In the Dual Time Mode, hold down C key until the hour setting starts to flash, which indicates the

setting screen.
 Press B key to change the selection in the following sequence.
 Press D key to increase the setting.
 Press C key to exit the setting screen.

6. Countdown Time
 The countdown timer can be set within a rang of 1 minute to 24 hours. An alarm sounds when the countdown

reaches zero
 To set the countdown start time:

a).In the Countdown Timer Mode, hold down D key until the hour setting of the countdown start time stars to
flash, which indicates the setting screen.

b). Press B key to move the flashing between the hour and minute settings.
c). Which a setting is flashing, use D key to change it,
d). Press C key to exit the setting screen.

 When the end of the countdown is reached, the alarm sounds 15 seconds or until you stop it by pressing any
button. The countdown time is automatically reset to its starting value after the alarm stops.

 Press D key while a countdown operation is in progress to pause it. Press D key again to resume the
countdown.

 To completely stop a countdown operation, first pause it (by pressing D key), and then press C key. This
returns the countdown time to its starting value.

 The countdown timer measurement operation continues even if you exit the Countdown Timer Mode.


